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This paper is motivated by [2], where we have given necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a given basis P in the space of polynomials to be orthogonal with 
respect to the measure pd4 for a certain function PE L,(d4). Let 
P = {p,: i = 0, 1, . ..}. pa = 1. Then the conditions are (1) a multivariate analog of the 
three-term recurrence relation holds, see Section 4 for details; and (2) 
{q, = x,?O cY/p,, i = 0, 1, . ..} is a &orthonormal basis in the space of polynomials 
for some coefficients c, such that x,“-, cf, i co. This paper provides an algebraic 
condition (a condition on the coeffkients c$o) such that p satisfies \)p)) <B, 
BE (0, co], and has a cone-positivtty property. In particular, our results imply that 
p is nonnegative a.e. if x.,“=. ci< cc and x,Esk cpq, defines nonnegative 
polynomials for certain finite sets St, Sz, of integers. ‘i‘ 1987 Academtc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the moment problem in the space L,(Q) with a 
positive Bore1 measure q5 on R”. Its motivation goes back to [2], where we 
have found necessary and sufficient conditions for a given basis P in the 
space of polynomials to be orthogonal with respect to the measure p dd for 
a certain function p E L,(dtf). Let P= {pi: i= 0, 1, . ..}. p0 = 1. Then the 
conditions are: 
(I) A multivariate analogue of the three-term recurrence relation 
holds, see Section 4 for details, 
(II) p E L,(dd) is a solution of the following moment problem 
if p#l, VpEP, 
if p=l, VpeP. 
It turns out that p satisfying (II) exists if and only if 
(II’) {~/“=ociipj: i=o, 1, . ..) is a &orthonormal basis in the space of 
polynomials for some coefficients cii such that CEO C$ < co. 
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Conditions (I) and (II’) provide an algebraic characterization of the 
orthogonality problem mentioned above. For n = 1 they imply that p > 0 
a.e. Unfortunately, for n > 1 this is not valid any longer unless additional 
assumptions are made, see [ 1 and 61. 
The goal of this paper is to find an algebraic condition (a condition on 
the coefficients ciO) such that p satisfies ilpll <B, BE (0, m], and has a 
cone-positivity property, i.e., 
s vpd4>0, VVEV, 
where V is a cone in L,(dcj). Note that for V = L,(dq5)+ := {f~L,(dqh): 
f> 0 a.e.} this means that p is nonnegative a.e. 
This will be done by using ideas of [2 and 51. We shall show how to use 
the general solvability criterion of abstract moment problems to get the 
required algebraic condition. Although our approach is mainly polynomial- 
oriented, the proof-technique allows us to consider more general moment 
problems. In what follows we use matrix-vector notation since we believe it 
is convenient for our study. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 4 be a positive Bore1 measure on R”. By L,(dcj) we mean a Hilbert 
space of square &integrable functions f: R” -+ R with the inner product 
(flJ2> = jfif2 4 and the norm VII = <kf>L’2. 
Let /1 be a linear subspace of L,(dcj) with an orthonormal basis Q. 
Consider another basis P of A. We assume that all of the elements of P 
and Q can be arranged into vectors”’ pO, p,, . . . and q,,, qi, . . . . respectively, 
in such a way that pk and qk are of the same dimension d(k, n) 
with d(0, n) = 1, and 
qk = i C, pj for some d(k, n) x d(j, n) matrices C,. (1) 
,=O 
Note that this implies the nonsingularity of matrices Ckk. 
We want to stress that if ,4 is the space of algebraic or trigonometric 
polynomials in n variables then our assumption is satisfied for pk and qk 
being vectors of all polynomials of the degree k from bases P and Q, 
respectively. This assumption is also fulfilled when /i is arbitrary and Q is 
obtained by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of P. Then we may even 
require that d(k, n) = 1 for all k. 
’ Throughout this paper by vectors we mean column vectors. 
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Let A, be the zero d(i, n) x d(j, n) matrix if i #j and the unit 
d(i, n) x d(i, n) matrix if i= j. Note that by the orthonormality of Q we have 
I qiq,T d# = A,, i,j=O, 1 ) . . . . (2) 
Here T stands for transpose and integration is understood to be element 
wise. 
We are now ready to formulate the following 
PROBLEM. Given a cone V E L,(dq5) and a number BE (0, co], find a 
function p E L,(dd) such that 
(i) jpipdq5=A,, Vi=O, l,..., 
(ii) ll~ll < & 
(iii) (u, p) 30, VuEV. 
By the results of [S] this problem has a solution if and only if 
d:=infllp,+o-pll > l/B, (3) 
where p0 = [pO], and the intimum is taken over all v E V and all p, where p 
is any finite linear combination of components of the vectors pi, p2, . . . . 
In the next section we show how to use (3) to get a condition on C, 
such that the problem has a solution. 
Remark. Let P, be d(i, n)-dimensional vectors of reals (i = 0, 1, . ..) where 
PLO = 1. Replace the requirement (i) by 
(i’) jpipdd=Pi, Vi=O, l,..,. 
Note that the resulting problem is not more general than the original 
one, since for vectors ~b . = [pO], pi := pi-poPi (i= 1, 2, . ..) the condition 
(i) coincides with (i’). Observe also that the matrices CL0 in the expansions 
j=O 
are CL, = Cf=, CkjPj, where the matrices C, arise from (1). 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
For u E V define the vectors f,(u) := s qi udq5. Let 




and I/ . II E denote the Euclidean matrix norm. 
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THEOREM 1. A sufficient condition for the existence of a solution to the 
problem (i)-(iii) is 
P>max f lIC,Oll& sup jj IlC,~ll$ 
( j=O i j=O 
C4) 
where the supremum is taken over all s = 0, 1, . . . and all v E V ,. Moreover, if 
I(vII 2 = ~,zzo I~f,(o)ll i for every v E V, then this condition is also necessary. 
Proof Due to (1 ), pi = C; =. D,q,, i = 0, 1, . . . . for some d(i, n) x d(j, n) 
matrices D, such that 
0 
C kk 
k=O, 1, . . . . 
(5) 
For arbitrary 1 x d(j, n) matrices aj and any function u E V we have 






yo= -D,,,,+ i cliDIo 
r=l 
(7) 
[I’,1 ‘.’ l?kl = call .‘. imkl (8) 
D,, D/c, .. D,, 
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By (5), the equality (7) can be written in the form 
(9) 
From the Bessel inequality we get 
Ilull 3 f llfj(u)ll~. (10) 
This and (2) yield 
/=O 
u - 2 y,q, * d4= 11412 -2 i y+,(u) + i: lI~.,llt, 
/=o /=O I=0 
> f l(f,(u)(lz,-2 i y,f,(u)+ 2 llY,ll’, 
,=o /=O j=O 
= ,go IIf, - Yflli + %A~), (11) 
where ak( u) = C,z k + , llfi(~)ll’,. BY (61, C3), (91, and (11) we get 
inf po+u- i SI,P, 2d& 2, , . . . . @k 
/=l 
>,ffk(u)+inf $ IIf,(YfIl’t: 
i 
71, . . . . Yk 
j=O 
+ i: IlfjW - Ig;: Y 1 > . ..> Yk 
j=l I 
=a,(u)+b;‘[l +c,(u)]2, 
where bk = c,“= o (( C,(\ ‘, and ct( II) = c,“= o C:,f,( u). Taking the infimum over 
all u E V and all k = 0, 1, . . . . we obtain 
d’>,dy :=inf{a,(u)+b;‘(l +c,Ju))‘: UEV, k=O, 1, . ..} 
=inf{~2a,(u)+b;‘(l+~c,(u))2:u~V, I\uII=l, (20, k=O, l,...]. (12) 
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The minimal value Mk(u) of the function 5 H 4’ak(u) + bk’( 1 + <c,(u))~, 
5 E CO, 00 1, is 
if ck( II) < 0, 
if ck( 0) > 0. 
Therefore, 
l/AT= f/inf{Mk(a): UEV, l]ull= 1, k=o, 1, . ..} 
=sup{l/M,(u): UEV, llujl =l, k=O, 1, . ..} 
=rnax(sup{b,:k=O, l,... >, ~~~{~,+c~(u)/~~(u):uEV~, k=O, l,... 1). 
This and (13) immediately imply that (4) is a sufficient solvability con- 
dition of the problem (i)-(iii). 
Note now that if both sides of (10) are equal for all u E V, then d= d, and 
consequently (4) is also necessary. This completes the proof. [ 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we get 
COROLLARY 1. Zj’ V= (0) or A is dense in L,(dqS) then (4) is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution to the 
problem (i)-(iii). 
Observe that for A being the space of trigonometric polynomials in n 
variables, it is natural to assume that 4 is supported by [ -71, ~1”. Then, 
obviously, ;I = L,(d4). 





c,“= o I/ CkOll: < B2, 
{Ck=O/j:qi:B;~Rd(i,n)}nVk=12/, Vk=O, I,..., 
v, := {u E v: Ilull = 1, c,“=0 C$fj(U) < 0) = $3. 
Assume that (4) is satisfied. Then (a) is obvious. 
We prove (b). Note that if (b) does not hold, then J$‘?,+, /lf,(o)/~= 0 
for some m and u E V,. Consequently, the right-hand side of (4) is infinite. 
To prove (c), assume by the contrary that there is u0 E V,. Let 
6 := f C:,f,(u,) <o and R, := f Pf.(u ). 
j=O m+l pJ O 
Because lim, j m R, = 0, there is an integer m, such that IR,] < --d/2, for 
all m 3 mo. Hence 
f C;f,(u,)=&R ,.$6+lR,,/+O, kfm 2 m,. 
I=0 
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This shows that V, c V, for m 3 m,,, and consequently 
kff, llf~~~~,il~)~ k=mo, mo+ 1, -) 
= Co. 
This contradicts (4) and completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 3. If V = L,(&j)+ and Qk := c,“=, C~Q~E V for all 
k = 0, 1, . . . . then (a) is a sufficient solvability condition of the problem 
(i)-(iii). 
Proof: Note that V, = 0, Vk = 0, 1, Consequently, (4) takes the 
form (a), as claimed. i 
4. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let P = [p,, pz, . . . . pSIT, where pl, p2, . . . . ps are polynomials in 
Xl > 2x2, ...> x,. Write XP := [x,PTIx2PTI ... Ix,PTIT. For instance, if n = 2 
and P= [xi, x,x~]~, then xP= [x:,x:x2, x:x2, x1x:]‘. 
Given a matrix M whose number of columns is a multiple of n, we define Ml 
ii- 
bp(M)= -+ i.1 M, 
where A4 = [M, 1 M,I . . . (M,] and all blocks Mi are of identical dimensions. 
Assume now that /1 consists of real polynomials. Then d(k, n) = ( n + i ~ 1 ) 
and components of the vectors pk, q, in (1) are polynomials of the degree 
k. Suppose that 
(!) for k=O, 1, . . . there exists matrices Ak, B,, Ck such that 
XPk=AkPk+,+BkPk+CkPk-, (Co=O, p-, =O) 
and for an arbitrary sequence D,, D,, . . . of matrices satisfying D,A, = I 
(unit matrix) the recursion 
IO= cl], I,+, = &bP(f,c:+ ,), k = 0, 1, .._ 
produces nonsingular symmetric matrices Ik. 
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As shown in [Z], the condition (!) is equivalent to the existence of a 
linear functional L which defines a quasi-inner product in n and satisfies 
L(l)= 1, UPP’) = 0, VP, p’ E A, deg p # deg p’. (13) 
Moreover, L: n + R has an integral representation 
L(f) = J fp 44 P E L,(ddh (14) 
if and only if C,EO IIC,II Ed < 00, where the matrices C,, arise from (1) see 
[2 or 41. 
In [4] it is pointed out that under the assumption (!), the condition (13) 
simplifies to 
L(l)= 1, L(Pk) = 09 Vk = 1, 2, . . . . (15) 
We now present a very short proof of the following result, which was 
announced in [4, Theorem 61. 
COROLLARY 4. A sufficient condition for the existeqce of a nonnegative p 
satisfying (13) and (14) is that 
where the supremum is taken over s = 0, 1, . . . and all nonnegative functions 
v E L,(dqS) such that c;=, Cgf,(v) < 0. Moreover, $ /i = L,(d4) then this is 
also necessary. 
ProoJ: Because of the equivalence of ( 13) and (15) the assertions are an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 1 for V = L,(d$) + and B = a. 1 
Remark. (a) Note that if the polynomials c;=O C&q, are nonnegative 
for all s = 0, 1, . . . then (16) means the convergence of c,YO llC,0112,. 
(b) As shown in [Z], it is always possible to find a positive Bore1 
measure 4 on R” so that (14) holds. Moreover, we can require that 
4 = $0 . . . @ $ and $ is an extremal measure on R. Then A= L,(dd), 
see [3]. 
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